SPAGHETTI OR FETTUCCINE

À la Knower \( \text{\text{"} = 145 \text{"}} \)

INTRO (CHORUS)

VERS 1

PRE-CHORUS 1
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Spaghetti or Fettuccine

CHORUS 1

B^m7 A^m7 B^m7

VERSE 2

Em9 F#m7 Gmaj7

PRE-CHORUS 2

B7sus B7 Em9 F#m7

CHORUS 2

Em9 F#m7 Gmaj7
Special thanks to Phil for composing this great bassline and sending me the original parts to help this video & transcription!

Hope this chart is helpful to you! I aim for accuracy and will always keep my transcriptions 100% free.
That said, any gratuity - and/or a follow - is always appreciated! Thank you!